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Sec. 1 (i)

URYEY

1035

Chap. 390

H PTER 390

The Surveys Act
1. In this. ct,

Inlerpretation

(a) "a certainable point" means a point found or re-

established in its original position on a line or
boundary established during the original surveyor
on a line or boundary established during the survey
of a plan of subdivision regi tered under The Land CC.
n.S.o.
1960,
2().j, 348
Titles Act or The Registry Act;
(b)

"broken conces ion" means a concession any boundary of which is broken in whole or in part by a
lake or river;

(c)

"broken lot" means an irregular lot or a regular
lot whose area is diminished or increased by a natural
or artificial feature shown on the original plan;

(d)

"competent authority" means any governmental
authority in existence before or after the creation
of the Province of Ontario under whose instructions
Crown land in Ontario has been or may be surveyed,
or the owner of a tract of land that was not included in a township at the time the tract was
granted by the Crown under whose instructions the
first survey of the boundaries or interior of the tract
has been made;

(e)

"concession" means a tier of township lot ;

(j) "Department" means the Department of Lands and
Forests;
(g)

"irregular lot" means a to\vnship lot whose boundaries according to the original plan do not conform
within one degree to the bearings shown for the
corresponding boundaries of the majority of the
lots in the tier in which the lot occurs;

(h) "land" includes land covered with \vater;
(i)

"last ascertainable side line" means a line in a
broken concession established from the front of the
conce ion on the cour e of a ide line of a lot from
the lot corner nearest the end of the part of the
concession so broken;
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"lost corner" means a corner established during an

orif.;inal surveyor during a survey of a plan of subdivision rcgislcroo under The Lalld ntles Act or
Tile Registry Act where the original post no longer
exists or never existed and which canllot be reestablished from the field lIotcs of either of such

n.H.D. 1000,
ce. 201. 3~~

surveys or by evidence under onth;
(k) ";\'1 inistcr" means the ;\1 inistcr of L'lnds and Forests;

(/)

"obliterated boundary" means a boundar}' estab·
lished during an original surveyor during a survey of
a plan of sulxlivision registered under The lAnd
Titles Act or The Registry Act where the original
posts or blazed trees no longer exist and which
cannot be fe-established from the field notes o(
either o( such surveys or by cvidcnce undcr oath;

(m) "original plan" mcans a plan ccrtified by thc Sur-

vcyor Gcncral
original survey;

itS

being thc original plan of

all

(11) "original post" means any objcct that defines a
point and that was placcd, planted or marked during
thc original survcy or during a survey of a plan of
subdiVision rcgistercd undcr The Limd Elles Act or

The Reg£slry Act;
(0)

"original survcy" means a survey made under
petent authority;

COIll-

(p) "proof line" means a line surveyed across one or
more concessions in the original survey of a single
front township or of a double front township to
govern the course of a side line of a lot;

(q) "regular lot" means a township lot whose boundaries according to the original pl:ln conform within
one degree to the bearings shown for the corresponding boundaries o( the majority of the lots in the ticr
in which the lot occurs;
(r)
H.S.D. 1&60,
e.38!)

"surveyor" means an Ontnrio land surveyor registered under The Surveyors Act;

(s) "unbroken lot" means a regular lot whose area is
not diminished or increased by a natural or artificial
feature shown on the original plan;
(t)

"undisputed corner" means a corner of a parcel of
land at which the original post exists, or a corner
established under this Act or allY predecessor of
this Act. 1958, c. 107, s. 1.

Sec. 6 (1) (b)
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2. No survey of land for the purpo e of defining, locating "nlidity
or describing allY line, boundary or corner of a parcel of land ~~f\·eY.
is valid unless made by a surveyor or under the personal
supervision of a surveyor. 1958, c. 107, s. 2.

3. II lines, boundaries and corners established under the Lines.. etc.,
authority of any Act heretofore or hereafter in force remain ~·~'iidlll
valid and all other things done under any such authority
and in conformity therewith remain valid notwithstanding
the repeal of such authority. 195 , c. 107, s. 3.
4.-(1) Everv
surveyor. shall make and preser e exact and kDutY6told
•
eep e
regular field notes of all hiS surveys and shall keep a proper notes. etc.
record and inde.x of all such field notes and shall exhibit or gi e
copies of the same to any surveyor for a reasonable charge.

(2) \Vhere a surveyor has died and no arrangements have ~i.pooition
been made within six months of his death to place his field ~r notes
. t h e custod y 0 f a surveyor In
. SUf\'eyor
deceased
· d'lees In
notes, recor ds an d In
active practice, the secretary-treasurer of the Association of
Ontario Land Surveyors shall cause such field notes, records
and indices to be delivered by the personal representative of
the deceased surveyor to the :'.'1inister who shall hold them for
the benefit of the estate for a period not exceeding five years,
and upon the e.xpiry of that period sllch field notes, records and
indices become the property of the rown and may be disposed
of by the Minister in any manner he deems proper.
(3) So I?ng as such ~e~d notes, records ~r:d indi~es are. in J:e~d
the possession of the Minister, he shall exhibit or gwe copies public
~
document..
o f t he same to any person for a reasonable charge. 19" ,c. 107,
s.4.
5. A surveyor may at any time require a chainman or Chainman's
any other person in his employ to take an oath in writing to oath
act justly and exactly according to the best of his judgment
and ability and to render a true account of his work to the
surveyor. which oath the surveyor is hereby authorized to
administer. 1958, c. 107, s. 5.
6.-(1) A surveyor or a person in his employ while making Right to
enter land.
a survey may,
buildinga
(a) at any time enter and pass over the land of any
I?Crson; or
(b)

at any time suitable to the occupant of a building
enter the building,
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and do allY act thcrCOll or therein for nllY purpose of the survey,
but the surveyor is liable for nny damage occasioned thereby.

'obotfllel,,,"
m

Ofl~"tt

(2) Every persoll who interferes with or obstructs a sur·
vcyor or it persoll ill his employ ill the exercise of any of the
powers conferred by subsection t is ~uillY of nil OfTCllCC and
011 stll1lll1ary conviction is liable to a fine of not lllorc than
$100. 1958,c.107,s.6.

I':umination
under oatl.

1.-(1) A surveyor may cx:uninc under o...lh any person
concerning a line, boundary, corner or post to assist him in
<lSCcrt;tilling its true position.

nCt"." "I

(2) The surveyor may cause the evidence so taken to be
put in writing in the form of a statement under oath.

Subpoena

(3) Where the surveyor has reason to believe thnt a perSall
has informntioll concerning a line, boundary, corner or post
that lllay assist him in ascertaining its true position or has
n writing, plan or docullient concerning a line, boundary,
corner or post and such persall has refused to give the informatioll or to produce the writing:, plan or documellt to the
surveyor while being exnmined under subsection 1, a judge of
a COLIlity or district court, upon npplication of the surveyor,
Illay order n subpoena to issue out of the court o( wllich he is
a judg"e cOllllllnnding such perSOll to nppenr before the surveyor
at the time and place specified in the subpoena and to bring
with him any writing, plnn or dOCUlllent specified therein.

...i<ltnee

8.,,·i•• of
"lIb""",n.

(4) The subpoena shall be served personally on tbe person
n<1.I11oo in it and he shall be renderoo his reasonable expenses.

I'enalty
ror failure
to obty

(5) Every persoll who is served with a subpoena under
this section and who has been tendered his rensonable expenses
and who fnils to appear before the surveyor in accordance
with the subpoena or who fnils to produce allY writing, plan
or document specified in the subpoena or to give such in(ormation as he has respecting the line, boundnry, corner or post
ill question is guilty of contempt of the court out of which the
subpoenn issued.

1''''''N 10
arlmi,,;.t ••
"alba

(6) A surveyor Illny adm inister oa ths for allY of the purposes
of this section. 1958, c. 107, s. 7.

..,

8. Every base line and meridian line surveyed \l11der the
instructions of the i\linister before the 28th dny of l\farch,
1956, that nre shown 011 the original plan thereof shnll be
deemed to have been mnde by competent authority and nre
true and unalterable nlld shall be deemed to be defined by the
orig"inal posls or blazed lrees ill the survey thereof. 1958,
c.107,s.8.

O..b,,-".

True and
unaherabl.
baoe lin."
meridian
lin ••
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9. Notwithstanding section 57, every line, boundary and J~~~ear~'~le
corner established by an original survey and shown on the line., elc.
original plan thereof is a true and unalterable lin , boundary
or corner, as the ca e may be, and shall be deemed to be
defined by the original posts or blazed tre s in the original
survey thereof, whether or not the actual measurements
between the original posts are the same as shown on the
original plan and field notes or mentioned or expressed in any
grant or other instrument, and every road allowance, highway,
street, lane, walk and common shown on the original plan
shall, unless otherwise shown thereon, be de med to be a
public road, highway, street, lane, walk and common, respectively. 1958, c. 107, s. 9.
10. A surveyor in establishing or re-establishing a line, i~~.~~::t~g
boundary or corner
surveyed under competent authority and 0ptlabn"th
.
er an
shown on the onglnal plan thereof, other than a township to\\'n~~i~
subdivision plan, is governed by s ctions 53 and 54. 19 - ,p'i~\'1Slon
c. 107, s. 10.
~

11.-(1) Where a lake or river is shown on an original ~~e:::dland
p!an of Crown lands a.nd a parcel of land shown thereon is ~~t wate'
given an acreage covenng the land area only, such parcel of included
land does not include any land covered by the water of the
lake or river.
(2) Subsection 1 does not affect the righ ts of any person qertain
ngbt. not
. h ts were determl11
. ed by a court before the 8th affected
where such ng
day of July, 1913. 195 ,c. 107, s. 11.
12. \\ here the Crown has conveyed a parcel of land com- Lund. i.n
l '111 conces- concessions
town.hip
f two or more towns h'Ip Iots or parts 0 fots
,
. a .ame
included
in
slons
a d'"
JOInmg each ot her b
y an'Instrument t hat contaInS
grant
metes and bounds description of the parcel prepared from an
original plan, the side lines or limits of such lots or parts of
lots surveyed in accordance with this ct or any predecessor
of this Act constitute the side lines or limits of the parcel.
1958, c. 107, s. 12.
paS ed 0

PART II
FRONT AND REAR TOWNSHIP

13.-(1) In this Part, "front and rear township" means a [nt!ltpre•
. . . .
l.ahon
township where the usual practice In the ongmal survey was
to survey the township boundaries, the base lines, if any, and
the side lines of the lots and to establish the corners of the lots.
(2) A sl!rveyor in re-establishing a lost corner, an obliterated Re....tabboundary or an obliterated side line of a lot in a front and rear ~f~:.~nt
township shall obtain the best evidence available respecting ~;~ers,
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the corner, boundary or side !inc, but if the corner, boundary
or side line canllot be re-established in its original position
frolll such evidence, he shall proceed as follows:
(a) If the lost corner is a corner of the township, he
shall report the circumstances to the Minister, who
.
shall instruct him how to proceed.
(b)

(( a part of the township boundary or a base line is
obliterated, he shall fe-establish the township boundary or the base line by joining the nearest ascertainable points ther<.'of as intended in the original survey.

(c)

If a side line or part thereof is obliterated, he shall
re-establish the side line by joining the nearest
ascertainable points thereof as intended in the
original survey, and if an end of a side line is obliterated, he shall re-establish such end by measuring
along the township boundary or base line in the
manner in which such measurement was made as
shown on the original plan and field notes.

(d) I r the lost corner is a corner or a lot, he shaU'determine

the distance along the side line between the two
nearest undisputed corners, one being on either side
of the lost corner, and he shall re-establish the corner
by dividing the distance proportionately as intended
in the original survey having due regard for any road
allowance made in the original survey. 1958, c. 107,
s. 13.
U,.. urnr~d

bound.."".

.',' r

14, A boundary of a lot shown on the original plan or a
front and rear township that was not surveyed in the original
survey is the straight line between the two corners of such lot.
1958, c. 107, s. 14.

Front. of
eon""...ion.

15. The front of a concession in a front and rear township
is the boundary of the concession that is nearest the boundary
of the township from which the concessions therein are
numbered or lettered, but in the case o( a township in which
the concessions are not numbered or lettered, the (ront o( a
concessioll is the boundary of the concession that is nearest
the boundary of the township or the base line alollg ·which
the width of the first tot was measured. 1958, c. J07"s. 15.

"liqllot

16.-(1) The aliquot part of a lot in a front and rear
township is the aliquot part of the area of the lot, whether
the area of the aliquot part as so determined is more or less
than that expressed in any grant or other instrument..

par", 01

'0.
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(2) The boundaries of an aliquot p rt of a lot ill a front o13o(aulfld~rites
Iquo
and rear township, of \ hich lot no aliquot part was surveyed par ....
before the 1st day of January, 1959, shall be surveyed on the
astronomic course intended in the original survey for the
side lines of such lot or on the astronomic course intended
for thebase line of the township, as the case may be. 1958,
c. 107, s. 16.

PART III
SINGLE

FRO~T

TOW:\,SHIPS

17.-(1) Jn this Part, "single front township" means a ~t~rp,e
township where the usual practice in the original survey was tlon
to survey the township boundaries, the proof lines and the
base lines, if any, and the concession lines for the fronts of
the concessions and to establish the lot corners on the front
of each concession.

(2) A surveyor in re-establishing a lost corner or obliterated ~:;:~N~~
boundary in a single front township shall obtain the best corners. etc.
evidence available respecting the corner or boundary, but if
the corner or boundary cannot be re-established in its original
position from such evidence, he shall proceed as follows:
(a) If the lost corner is a corner of the township, he

shall report the circumstances to the Minister who
shall instruct him how to proceed.
(b)

If the lost corner is a corner of a lot on a township
boundary or on the front of a concession, he shall
determine the distance between the two nearest
undisputed corners, one being on either side of the
lost corner, and he shall re-establish the corner by
dividing the distance proportionately as intended in
the original survey having due regard for any road
allowance made in the original survey.

(c)

If a part of a township boundary, base line or concession line is obliterated. he shall re-establish the
same by joining the nearest ascertainable points
thereof as intended in the original survey.

(d) If a side line of a lot was surveyed as a proof line

and part of the side line is obliterated, he shall
re-establish the side line by joining the nearest
ascertainable points thereof as intended in the
original survey.
(e)

~f the front line of a concession is obliterated beyond
the last ascertainable point in a concession broken
by a lake or river at its end, he shall re-establish such
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concession linc 011 the same astronomic course as
shown on the original plan and field notes frolll the
last ascertainable point 011 the concession line.

(j) If the lost comer is a comer of a lot t ha t is beyond
t he last undisputed corner Oil the f ronl of a concession
broken by a lake or river at its end, he shall re·
establish the corner by measuring along the front
of the cOllcession the distance shown Oil the original
plan and field notes frOIll the last undisputed comer.
1958, c. 107, s. 17.
.',onlO of

~on ....ionl

Cone...ion
line not
IUf\·"l".,d

o.

oblitcro.ed

Conee..ion
!lot I.u~,·er"

,ntownship,
0'11':'".

lide lino.
e.'ILli,bed

E.t"Lli....

mont of
lide line.

18. The front of a concession ill a single front township
is the boundary of the concession that is nearest the boundary
of the township from which the concessions therein are numbered or Ictlered. 1958, c. 107, s. 18.

lO. Where in a single front township the whole of the
front boundary of a concession was not surveyed in the original
surveyor is obliterated, a surveyor in establishing or reestablishing such front boundary ill whole or in part shall
establish or re-establish such boundary to give the lots in
each of the adjacent concessions a depth proportionate to that
intended in the original survey. 1958, c. 107, s. 19.

20. Where the front of a concession in a single front township was not surveyed in the original survey, the side lines
of the lots in such concession shall be surveyed from the corners
of the lots on the front of the concession to the rear thereof
to the depth of the concession, that is, to the proportionate
depth intended in the original survey as shown on the original
plan and field notes having due regard for any road allowance
made in the original survey, and the straight line joining the
ends of the lot lines so surveyed is the boundary of such
concession. 1958, c. 107, s. 20.
2). A surveyor in establishiug in a concession in a single
front township a side line of a lot that was not surveyL-u in
the original survey shall proceed as follows:
(a) If intended in the original survey. he shall establish
the side line on the sallle astronomic course as the
boundary line of the concession at the end from which
the lots arc numbered, or, if such boundary line
was not surveyed in the original survey because it
was wholly broken by a lake or river and if intended
in the original survey, he shaH establish the side line
on the same astronomic course as the boundary line
at the other end of the concession, but where a
proof line was survered in the original survey, he

Sec. 21 (e)
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shall establish the side line on the side of the proof
line that is farthest from the end of the concession
that is intended to govern the course of the side line
on the same astronomic course as the proof line.
-(br If not intended to be established on the same astronomic course as the boundary line at either end of
the concession and if intended in the original survey,
he shall establish the side line at the angle with the
boundary line at the end of the concession from which
the lots are numbered as shown on the original
plan and field notes, or, if such end was not surveyed
in the original survey because it was wholly broken
by a lake or river and if intended in the original survey, he shall establish the side line at the angle with
the boundary line at the other end of the concession as
shown on the original plan and field notes, but where
a proof line was surveyed in the original survey, he
shall establish the side Iine on the side of the proof
line that is farthest from the end of the concession
that is intended to govern the course of the side
line on the same astronomic course as the proof line.
(c)

If the end boundaries of a concession were not
surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river, he shall establish
the side line at such angle with the front boundary
of the concession as shown on the original plan and
field notes, or, if parts of the front boundary of the
concession have been surveyed on different courses,
he shall establish the side line at such angle with
the course of each of the parts as shown on the
original plan and field notes, or, if such angle is not
shown on the original plan and field notes, he shall
establish the side line at such angle with the front
boundary of the concession as the Minister directs.

(d) If the end boundaries of the concession were not
surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river and a proof line
was surveyed in the original survey, he shall establish
the side line on the same astronomic course as the
proof line.
(e) If the end boundaries of the concession were not
surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river and two or more
proof lines were surveyed in the original survey, he
'shaH establish the side lines that are between the
township boundary from which the lots are numbered
and the second proof line from such boundary on the
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S;UIlC astronomic course as the first proof line from
such houndary, and he shall establish the side lines
that nrc between the second proof line and the third
proof line from such boundary on the same astronomic course as the second proof linc, and he shall
establish the side lines that afC between the third
proof line and the fourth proof line from such bound;"Ir)' art the same astronomic course as the third proof
line, aile! so 011 through the concessioll.

(j)

If the concession is wholly broken in front by a
I:lkc or river and no posts were planted in the original
survey all the banks of the Inkc or river to regulate
the widths in front of the lots in the broken frollt
concession, he shall establish lhe side lines in such
broken front concession in accordance with this
scctioll from the corners of the lots on the front
boundary of the conccssion in the rear thereof to the
lake or river.

(g)

If the concession is partly broken in front at either
elld by a lake or river and no posts were planted in
the original survey on the banks of the lake or river
to regulate the widths in front of the lots broken
thereby, he shall establish the side lines of such
broken lots in accordance with this section from the
points 011 the rear boundary of the concession determined by dividing proportionately as intended in
the original survey the distance between the end
of the concession and the intersection of the last
ascertainable side line with the rear of the concession as shown on the original plan, but where such
end of the concession is wholly bounded by a Jake
or river and no llleasurement was made in the
original surycy along thc rcar of the conccssion to
thc lake or river, he shall determine the points from
which thc side lines of such lots shall be drawn by
mcasuring along the rear boundary thc widths of the
lots as intcnded in the original survey from the intersection of the last ascertainable side linc.

(It) I f the concession is Jtartly brokcn in front by a lake
or river and the lake or river docs not extend to
eithcr end of the concession and no posts were
planted in the original survey on the lXlllks of the
lake or river to regulate the widths in front of the lots
brokcn thcrcby, he shall establish the side lines of
such broken lots in accordancc with this section
from points on the rear boundary of the concession
dctermined by dividing proportionately as intended

Sec. 24 (1)
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in the ori rinal survey t.he di tan
b twe n the
inter ect.ions of the last ascertainabl id lines 011
both sides of t.he lake or river with the rear boundary
of the concession. 1958, c. 107, s. 21.
22.-(1) The aliquot part of a lot in a single front town- Aliquot
ship is th aliquot part of the area of the lot whether the area ~::~~ibt-d
of the aliquot part as so determined is more or less than that
expressed in any grant or other instrument.
(2) The boundaries of an aliquot part of a lot in a single Doundaries
front township of which lot no aliquot part was surveyed before
the 1st day of July, 1944, shall be surveyed on the astronomic
course of a side line not surveyed in the original surveyor
parallel to the straight line joining the front corners of the
lot, as the case may be, but where in such latter case the lot
is broken on its front at either end by a lake or river, the
unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot part shall be surveyed
parallel to the straight line joining the rear corners of the
lot, and where the rear boundary of the lot is also broken at
either end by a lake or river, the unsurveyed boundaries of
the aliquot part shall be surveyed on the astronomic course
of the front of the concession as shown on the original plan
and field notes, or, if such course was not so shown, they shall
be surveyed on the astronomic course intended for the front
of the concession. 1958, c. 107, s. 22.
23.-(1) A surveyor in establishing the course of a town- Goveroing
. I e f rant townsh'Ip side
cour""
for
Sh·Ip be un d ary I'me or a proo f I"me m a SlOg
lines
for the purpose of surveying a side line of a lot shall determine
the course of the straight line joining the front and rear ends
of the boundary line or proof line in each concession.
(2) A surveyor in establishing the course of the front of a Idem
concession in a single front township for the purpose of
measuring an angle with such front to establish a side line of
a lot shall determine the course of the straight line joining
the ends of such front, but where the front of the concession
was surveyed on more than aile course in the original survey,
he shall determine the course of the straight line joining the
ends of each course of such front. 1958, c. 107, s. 23.

PART IV
DOUBLE FRONT TOWN HIPS

24.--:-(1) In this Part, "double front township" means a Int!'rpreh
" In t he onginal
.
townsh'Ip were
th
e usuaipractice
survey was ta\lon
to survey the township boundaries, the proof lines and base
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lillCS, if 'lilY, and the concession lines forming the front
boundaries of the half lots <Iud to establish the front corners
of the half lOIS.

....,

ll_.tablioblMM

- ,......

~I~.

(2) A surveyor in rC-CSlabJishing a lost corncr or obliterated
boundary in a double [ronl township shall obtain the best
evidence available respecting the corner or bound:uy, but if
the corner or boundary cannot be rc-cstablislu.'tl in its original
position from stich evidence. he shall proceetl as follows:
(a) If the lost corner is a corner of the IOWllShil), he shall

report the circumstances to the Minister who shall
instruct him how to proceed.
(b)

If the lost corner is a corner of a lot on a township
boundary or on a concession linc, he shall determine
the distance between the two nearest undisputed
corners, olle being on either side of the lost corner.
<lnd he shall re-establish the corner by dividing
the distance proportionately as intended in the
original survey having due regard for any rood
allowance made in the original survey. but where
there is an undisputed corner on the other side of
the rood allowance opposite the lost corner. he shall
re-establish the lost corner from the position of the
undisputed corner. and where the corner on the
opposite side of the road allowance is also lost but
the position of the original post on the centrc line
of thc ro.,d allowance can be dctermined, such
position shall be used in re-establishing the lost
corner.

(c)

If a part of a township boundary. base line or concession line is obliterated. he shall re-establish the
same by joining the nearest <lscertainable points
thereof as intended in the original survey.

(d) If a side line of a lot was surveyed as

<I proof line
and part of the side line is obliterated. he shall reestablish the side line by joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof as intended ill the original
survey.

(e)

If the concession line fonning the front boCindary
of the half lots in a concession is obliterated beyond
the last ascertainable point in a concession broken
by a lake or river at its end, he shall re-establish such
concession line on the same astronomic COUI"SC as
shown on the original plan and field notes from the
last ascertainable point on the concession line.

Sec. 27 (c)
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(j) If the 10 t corner is a corner of a lot that is beyond
the last undisputed corner on a conce ion line forming the front boundar of the half lots in a concession
broken by a_lake or ri er at its end, he shall reestablish the corner by measuring along such concession line the distance shown on the original plan
and field notes from the last undisputed corner.
1958, c. 107, s. 24.
25. The front boundary of a half lot in a double front rron~
township is the boundary of the half lot that abuts the road on~IN~t.a
allowance between two concessions made in the original survey,
or, where a conces ion is broken by a lake or river, the front
boundary of a half lot is the original shore of the lake or river
opposite the prolongation of such road allowance across the
lake or river. 1958, c. 107, s. 25.
26. \\ here in a double front township the whole of the fonceasion
concession line forming the front boundary of the half lots :~~ ~:t
· t he ongtna
.. I surveyor .IS 0 bl'Iterated , a obliterated
was not surveyed In
surveyor in establishing or re-establishing such concession line
in whole or in part shall establish or re-establi h such concession line to give the lots in each of the adjacent concessions
a depth proportionate to that intended in the original survey.
1958, c. 107, s. 26.
27.
A surveyor
in establishing the rear boundaries of half men"
Eat&.b1ill b.
..
0 f fear
lots 111 a concessIOn In a double front township shall proceed boundaries
as follows without reference to the description contained in
any grant or other instrument:
(a) If the concession is unbroken on both fronts by a

lake or river, he shall join by straight lines the midway points of the side lines of the lots and their
production through the conce sion.
(b)

If the concession is broken on either or both fronts
by a lake or river but the fronts of the concession
are not wholly broken at either or both ends, he shall
join by a straight line the midway points of the last
ascertainable side line and its production through
the concession at each end of the broken front.

(c)

If the concession is wholly broken on both fronts at
either end of the concession by a lake or river but
not broken on both fronts throughout the entire
. concession, he shall establish the midway point of
the last ascertainable side line and its production
through the concession and from this point he shall
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establish the rc,u boundary of the half lots on both
rronts of the concession on the astronomic course
intended in the original survey.
(d) If the concession is broken nt its end on one of the

fronts of the half lots by a lake or river but not 50
broken on the re-'lf boundaries of such half Mlts, he
shall establish the midway point of the last ascer·
tainable side linc of the half lots so broken and its
production through the concession and from such
midway point join a straight line to a point on the
township boundary determined by measuring along
that boundary the distance intended in the original
survey from the unbroken front of the concession.
1958, c. 107, s. 27.
~:'I.bli.h.

men\ of

lido linn

28. A surveyor in establishing in a concession in a double
front township a side line of a half lot that was I\ot surveyed
In the original survey shall proceed as follows:
(a)

If intended in the original survey, he shall establish
the side line on the same astronomic course as the
boundary line of the concession at the end from
which the lots are numbered, or, if such boundary
line was not surveyed in the original survey because
it was .....holly broken by a lake or river and if intended
in the original survey, he shall establish the s:de line
on the same astronomic course as the boundary line
at the other end of the concession, but whCT"e a proof
line was surveyed in the original survc}'. he shall
establish the side line on the side of the proof line
that is farthest from the end of the concession that
is intended to govern the course of the side line on
the same astronomic course as the proof line.

(b)

If not intended to be established on the same
astronomic course as the boundary line at either end
of the concession and if intended in the original
survey, he shall establish the side line at the angle
with the boundary line at that end of the concession
from which the lots are numbered as shown on the
original plan and field notes, or, if such end was not
surveyed in the original survey because it was wholly
broken by a lake or river and if intended in the
original survey, he shall cstablish the side line at
the angle with the boundary line at the other end
of the concession as shown 011 the anginal plan and
field notcs, but where a proof line was sun'eyed in
the original survey, he shall establish the sKle line
on the side of the proof line that is farthest from the

Sec_ 28 (f)
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end of the conce ion that is intended to ovent the
course of the side line 011 the same astronomic course
as the proof line.
(c)

If the end boundaries of a concession were not
surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river, he shall establish
the side line at such angle with the concession line
as shown on the original plan and field notes, or,
if parts of the concession line have been surveyed
on different courses, he shall establish the side line
at such angle with the course of each of the parts
as shown on the original plan and field notes, or, if
such angle is not shown on the original plan and field
notes, he shall establish the side line at such angle
with the concession line as the Minister directs.

(d) If the end boundaries of the concession "..-ere not

surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river and a proof line
was surveyed in the original survey, he shall establish
the side line on the same astronomic course as the
proof line.
(e)

If the end boundaries of the concession were not
surveyed in the original survey because they were
wholly broken by a lake or river and two or more
proof lines were surveyed in the original survey, he
shall establish the side lines that are between the
township boundary from which the lots are numbered
and the second proof line from such boundary
on the same astronomic course as the first proof
line from such boundary, and he shall establish the
side lines that are between the second proof line
and the third proof line from such boundary on the
same astronomic course as the second proof line,
and he shall establish the side lines that are between
the third proof line and the fourth proof line from
such boundary on the same astronomic course as
the third proof line, and so on through the concession.

(j)

I f the concession is wholly broken on one front
by a lake or river and no posts were planted in the
original survey on the banks of the lake or river to
regulate the widths in front of the half lots, he shall
establish the side lines of the broken haH lots according to this section from the rear corners of the half
lots on the unbroken front of the concession.
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(g) If the concession is wholly broken on both fronts
at either end by a lake or river and no posts were
planted in the original survey 011 the b:\llks of the
bkc or river to regulate the widths in front of the
half lots broken thereby, he shall establish the side
lines of sllch broken half lots according to this section
from points on the reM boundaries of the half lots
dctcrmill(.-d by measuring along the rear boundaries
of the half lots the widths of the half lots as intended
in the original survey from the intersections of the
last ascertainable side lines of the half lots with the
rear boundaries of the half lots.
(11) If the concession is partly broken on one front by a
lake or river and the lake or river docs not extend
to either cnd of the concession and no posts wcre
planted in thc original survc}' on the banks of thc lake
or river to regulatc the width in front of the half lots
brokell thereby, he shall cstablish the sidc lines of
such broken half lots according to this section from
points on the rear boundaries of the half lots deter·
mined by dividing proportionately as intended in
the original survey the distance between the intersC(:tiolls of the last ascertainable side lines of the
half lots on both sides of the lake or river with the
rear boundaries of thc half lots.
(i)

If the concession is partl}' broken on either front
at either end but not broken at the end of the rear
boundary of the half lots by a lake or river and no
posts were planted in the original survey on the
banks of such lake or river to regulate the widths in
front of the half lots broken thereby, he shall
establish the side lines of such broken half lots
according to this section from points on the rear
boundar}' of the half lots in the unbroken front
determined by dividing proportionately as intended
in the original survey the distance between the end
of the concession and the last ascertainablc side line
of the half lot on the front of the concession so broken.

(j)

If ,he con""ion i, pa,t1y bcoken on "thO' fcont
at either end by a lake or river and also broken at
the end of the rear boundary of the half lots and no
posts were planted in the original sun"ey on the banks
of the lake or river to regulate the widths in front
of the half lots broken thereby, he shall establish the
side lines of the broken half lots according to this
section from points on the rear boundar}' of the half
lots in the unbroken front determined by mcasuring
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along such rear boundary the widths of the broken
half lots as intended in the original survey from the
intersection of the last ascertainable side line of the
half lot on the front of the concession so broken.
1958, c. 107, s. 28.
29.-(1) The aliquot part of a half lot in a double front.-\liqtUO~
par
township is the aliquot part of the area of the half lot whether dmribed
the area of the aliquot part as so determined is more or less
than that e.xpressed in any grant or other instrument.
(2) The boundaries of an aliquot part of a half lot in a Boundari..
double front township of which half lot no aliquot part was
surveyed before the 1st day of July, 1944, shall be surveyed
on the astronomic course of a side line not surveyed in the
original surveyor parallel to the straight line joining the front
corners of the half lot, as the case may be, but where in such
latter case the front of the half lot is broken at either end by
a lake or river, the unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot part
shall be surveyed parallel to the straight line joining the rear
corners of the half lot, and where the rear boundary of the half
lot is also broken at either end by a lake or river, the un urveyed boundaries of the aliquot part shall be surveyed on the
astronomic course of the half lot as shown on the original
plan and field notes, or, if such course was not so shown, they
shall be surveyed on the astronomic course intended in the
original survey for the front of the half lot. 1958, c. 107, s. 29.
~

30.-(1) A surveyor
in establishing
the course of a townGomnrin g
.
.
.
.
. course or
ship boundary hne or a proof hne 10 a double front townShlp.ide lines
for the purpose of surveying a side line of a half lot shall
determine the course of the straight line joining the front and
rear ends of such boundary line or proof line in each concession.
(2) A surveyor in establishing the course of the front of a fdem
concession in a double front township for the purpose of
measuring an angle with such front to establish a side line of
a half lot shall determine the course of the straight line joining
the ends of such front, but where the front of a concession
was surveyed on more than one course in the original survey,
he shall determine the course of the straight line joining the
ends of each course of such front. 1958, c. 107, s. 30.

PART V
SECTIONAL TOWNSHIPS WITH DOUBLE FRO,oTS

31.-(1) In this Part, "sectional township with double~:t:~re
fronts" means a township divided into sections and lots
where the usual practice in the original survey was to survey
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the township boundaries, concession lines ami side lines of
sections defining section boundnrics and to establish the front

corners of the lots and the section corners.
n.....,AI.h-

li.hm.nt

or 1001

cor".... ete.

(2) A surveyor in fe-establishing a lost corncr or obliterated boundary in a scction:1I township with double fronts shall
obtain the best evidence available respecting the corner or
boundary, but if the corner or boundary cannot be rc-cstabliscd in its original position frolll such evidence, be shall
proceed as follows:

(a.) If the lost corner is a corner of the township, he
shall report the circumsl:mccs to the Minister who
shall instrllct him how to proceed.
(b)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section on a township bound:l.ry, he shall determine the distance
bet\\'een the two nearest undisputed corners, one
being on either side of the lost corner, and he shall
re-establish the corner by dividing the distance proportionately as intended in the original survey having
due regard for any road allowance made in the
original survey.

(c)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjacent sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes as a straight line and the side
lilles between such sections and adjacent sections
on the opposite side of the concession line are shown
on the original plan and field notes as a straight
lille and the adjacent corners of the sections are lost,
he shall re-establish the corner by intersecting a
straight line joining the nearest ascertainable points
on the concession line with a straight line joining the
nearest ascertainable points on the side line of the
section on opposite sides of the concession line, but
where such ascertainable poillts on the side line of
the sections are more than twenty chains apart, he
shall determine the distance between the two nearest
undisputed corners all the concession line, one being
on either side of the lost corner, and he shall re-establish the corner by dividing the distance proportionately as intended in the original surve}' having due
regard for any road allowance made ill the original
survey :l.nd by joining with a straightlillC thc nearest
ascertainable points on the concession line.

(d)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section and thc
conccssion line in front of the adjacent sections on
either side of thc lost corner is shown on the original

Sec. 31 (2) (g)
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plan and field notes as a strai yht linc and the side
lines between such sections and adjacent sections on
the opposite side of th concession line are hown
on the original plan and field not s lIot as a straight
line and the adjacent corners of the sections are lost,
he shall determine the distance between the two
nearest undisputed corners on the concession line,
one being on either side of the lost corner, and he shall
re-establish the corner by dividing the distance proportionately as intended in the original survey having
due regard for any road allowance made in the
original survey and by joining with a straight line the
nearest ascertainable points on the concession line.
(e)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjacent sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes as not on a straight line and the
side lines between such sections and adjacent sections
on the opposite side of the concession line are shown
on the original plan and field notes as a straight line
and the adjacent corners of the sections are lost, he
shall determine the distance between the two nearest
undisputed comers on the side lines of the sections,
one being on either side of the lost corner, and he
shall re-establish the corner by dividing the distance
proportionately as intended in the original survey
having due regard for any road allowance made in
the original survey and by joining with a straight line
the nearest ascertainable points on the side line of the
section on opposite sides of the concession line.

(j)

If the lost corner is the corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjacent sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes as not in a straight line, and the
side Jines between such sections and adjacent sections
on the opposite sides of the concession line are shown
on the original plan and field notes as not in a
straight line and the section corners of the adjacent
sections on the concession line are lost, he shall
report the circumstances to the :\linister who shall
instruct him how to proceed.

(g) If the lost corner is a corner of a lot in a section on a
front of a concession, he shall determine the distance
between the two nearest undisputed corners in the
section, one being on either side of the lost corner, and
he shall re-establish the corner by dividing the distance proportionately as intended in the original sur-
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vcy having due regard for allY road allowance made in
the original survey, but where there is an undisputed
corner 011 the other side of the road allowance,
opposite the lost corner, he shall fe-establish the
lost corner f rOIll the position of the undisputcd corner,
and where the corner on the opposite side of the
(o:ld allowancc is also lost but the position of the
original post all the centre line of the (()'1.d allowance
can be determined, such position shall be used III
fe-establishing the lost corner.
(Ii) If a p..'1rt of a township boundary is obliterated, he
shall fe-establish it by joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof as intended in the original survey.
(i)

1£ po,t of 0 concession line 0' side line of 0 section
survcyed in the original survey is obliterated between
the corners of a section, he shall re-establish it by
joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof as
intended in the original survey.

(j)

If a concession line is obliterated beyond the last
side line of a section in a concession broken by a
lake or river at its end, he shall establish it on the
astronomic course shown on the original plan and
field notes from the nearest ascertainable point on
the concession line in that section.

(k) If ill a concession wholly or partly broken by a lake
or river 011 its front a side line of a section is obliterated and it was not survcycd across the Jake or
river, he shall establish it on the astronomic course
shown on the original plan and field notes from the
nearest ascertainable point thereof.
Application

(3) Clauses C, d, e and! of subsection 2 do not apply to any
corner of a section re-established before the 24th day of March,
1911. 1958, c. 107, s. 31.

Front. of
eo"euo;on.

32. Thc front of a concession in a sectional township
with double fronts is the boundary of the concession that abuts
the road allowancc between two concessions shown on the
original plan or, wherc a conccssion is broken by a lake or
river, that is nearest the prolongation of such road allowancc
across the lake or river. 1958, c. 107, s. 32.

t:.t.bli.h·

33. A surveyor in establishing thc rear boundary of a
concession in a sectional township with double fronts shall
procced as follows:
(a) 1£ the two concessions in a section are unbroken
by a lake or ri"cr on their fronts, he shall, if intended

rnen~ 01 rU'
bound..i..

".

eon....ion.
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in the original survey, join by straight lines the midway points of the side Jines of the lots and their
productions through the section.
(b) If the.two concessions in a section are broken by a
lake or river on either or both of their fronts but the
fronts of the two concessions are not wholly broken
at either or both ends of the section, he shall, if
intended in the original survey, join by a straight
line the midway points between the fronts of the
two concessions on the last ascertainable side line
in the section at each end of the broken front.
(c)

If one of the concessions in a section is broken b)
a lake or river on its front at either or both ends of
the section but not broken through the entire section,
he shall join by a straight line a point on the broken
side line of the section determined by measuring the
distance shown on the original plan and field notes
from the unbroken front and the midway point
between the fronts of the two concessions on the
last ascertainable side line in the section at the end
of the broken front.

(d) If one of the conce sions in a section is wholly
broken by a lake or river on its front, he shall
measure the distance shown on the original plan
and field notes along the side lines of the lots from the
front of the unbroken concession.
(e)

If one of the concessions in a section is partly or
wholly broken by a lake or river on its front and at
either or both ends of the section and the other
concession ill the section is partly or wholly broken
by a lake or river at either or both ends of the section
and partly broken on its front, he shall establish the
rear boundary of the concessions so broken on their
fronts on the astronomic course intended in the
original survey from a point determined by measuring
the distance shown on the original plan and field
notes from the unbroken part of the front of such
concession along the last ascertainable side line in
that concession at the end of the broken front.

(f)

If both concessions in a section are wholly broken
by a lake or river on their fronts and no posts were
planted in the original survey to establish the rear
.boundaries of such concessions, he shall establish the
rear boundary of such concessions on the astronomic
course intended in the original survey from a po' nt
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established all the limit of the section nc..'l.rcst the
end from which the lois arc numbered midway
between the section corners. 1958, c. 107, s. 33.
l::tt_hh_h_
,nt"t of
.ido line.

:14. A surveyor in establishing ill a concession in a S<.'Ctional
township with double fronts a side line of a lot that was not
surveyed in the original survey shall proceed as follows:
(a) Where nny such township was surveyed under the
l,OOO-acre or 1,8oo-acre sectional system and if

intended in the origillal sun·cr, he shall establish
the side line on the nstrollomic course shown on the
original plan and field notes for the side line of the
section ill which the lot is located that is nearest
the end of the section from which the lots are
!lumbered, or, if intended in the original survey, he
shall cstablish the side line on the astronomic course
shown on the original plan alld field notes for the
side at the other end of the section in whieh the lot
is located.

(b) Whcre any such township was surveyed under allY
sectional system other than the 1,OaO-acre or 1,800acre sectional system and if it was intended in the
original survey, he shall establish the side line on the
astronomic course of the side line of the section in
which the lot is located that is nearest the end of
the section from which the lots nre numbered, or,
if intended in the original survey, he shall establish
the side line on the astronomic course of the side
line of the section in which the lot is located at the
other end of the section ill which the lot is located,
but where the side line of the section from which
the lots arc numbered is broken by a lake or river
to such an extent that the course thereof cannot be
accurately determined, he shall establish the side
line Oil the astronomic course of the side line of the
section at the other end of the section, and where
both side lines of the section are broken by a lake
or river to such all extent that the course thereof
cannot be accurately determined, he shall establish
the side line ou the astronomic course shown on
the original plan and field notes.
(c)

If the fronts of either or both concessions in .1 section
:\Te partly or wholly broken by a lake or river and
110 posts werc plnntcd ill the original survey on the
banks of the lake or river to regulate the widths in
frOllt of the broken lots and the original field notes
show lhal a survey line was run in the original survey

Sec. 34 (J)
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across the lake or river to regulate the widths in
front of the broken lots, he shall establish the side
lines of such broken lots in accordance with this
section from points on the section limit fronting each
_concession determined by dividing proportionately
as intended in the original survey the distance
between the two nearest undisputed lot corners in
the section, one being on either side of the side line
of the broken lot to be established.
(d) If one of the concessions in a section is wholly
broken by a lake or river on its front and no posts
were planted in the original survey on the banks of
the lake or river to regulate the widths in front of
the broken lots and the original field notes do not
show that a survey line was run in the original
survey across the lake or river to regulate the widths
in front of the broken lots, he shall establish the side
lines in such a concession in accordance with this
section from the rear corners of the lots in the
concession to the rear thereof.

(e) If both concessions in a section are wholly broken
by a lake or river on their fronts and wholly broken
at one end of the section and no posts were planted
in the original survey on the banks of the lake or
river to regulate the widths in front of the broken
Jots and the original field notes do not show that
a survey line was run in the original survey across
the lake or river to regulate the widths in front of
the broken Jots, he shall establish the side lines in
such concessions in accordance with this section
from points on the rear concession line determined
by measuring along the rear concession line the
distance intended in the original survey from the
section limit at the end of the section that is not
wholly broken.
if)

If one of the concessions in a section is broken at
either end but not wholly broken on its front by a lake
or river and no posts \ ere planted in the original
survey on the banks of the lake or river to regulate
the widths in front of the broken lots and the original
field notes do not show that a survey line was run in
the original survey across the lake or river to regulate
the widths in front of the broken lots, he shall
establish the side lines of any such broken lot in
accordance with this section from the rear corners
of the lots of the concession to the rear.
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If the end of :l concession is broken all its frOllt and
reM hy a lake or river and no posts were planted
on the hanks of the lake or river to regulate the
widths of the lots, he shall establish the side lines
of ally such lot in accordance with this section
from points determined by measuring the distance
illlcnded in the original survey (rom the nearest
undisputed corner along the astronomic course intended in the original survey for the front of the
cOllcession. 1958, c. 107, s. 34.

35.-(1) Where the whole or a part of any lot in a sectional
township with double fronts was patented before the 24th
day of March, 1911, allY nliquot part of the lot is the aliquot
p.'lrt of the area of the lot whether the area of the aliquot
part as so determined is Illore or less than that expressed in any
grant or othcr instrumcnt.

Idem

(2) Where the wholc or a part of a broken lot in a sectional
township with double fronts was patented on or after the
24th day of Mnrch, 1911, any aliquot part of the lot is the
aliquot part of the area of the lot whether the area of the
aliquot part as so determined is more or less than that expressed in allY grant or other instrument.

Idem

(3) Where the whole or a part of an unbroken Jot in a
sectional township with double fronts was patented on or
after the 24th day of March, 1911, any aliquot part of the
lot is the aliquot part of the frontage or depth of the lot
whether the area of the aliquot part as so determined is more
or less than that expressed in any grant or other instrument.

llo""d.. ,;u

(4) The boundaries of an aliquot part of a lot to which
subsection 1 or 2 applies and in which lot no aliquot part
was surveyed before the 1st day of July, 1944, shaH be surveyed on the astronomic course of a side line not surveyed
in the original surveyor parallel to the straight line joining
the front corners of the lot, as the case may be, but where
in such latter case the front of the lot is broken at either end
by a lakc or river, thc unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot
part shall be surveyed parallel to the straight linc joining
the rear corners of the lot, and where the rear boundary
of the lot is also broken at either end by a lake or river,
the unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot part shall be surveyed on the astronomic course intended {or the frOllt of
the concession shown on the original plan and field notes, or,
if such course was not so shown, such boundaries shall be
surveyed on the astronomic course intended in the original
survey for the front of the concession.

of "liQuOl
p.rtll
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(5) The boundaries of an aliquot part of a lot to which Idem
subsection 3 applies shall be surveyed on he astronomic
course of a side line not surveyed in the original survey from
points on the front of the lot determined by dividing the
measurement-between the lot corners equally or by joining
by straight lines points on the side lines determined by dividing
the measurement betwe n the front and rcar corners of the
lot equally without regard to the manner in which the aliquot
part is described in any grant or other instrument. 1958,
c. 107, s. 35.

36.
surveyor in establishing the course of a boundary Gov rni ng
.
f
.
I towns h"lp Wit h d ou bl e f ronts.idelines
course or
hne 0 a section in a sectlOna
for the purpose of surveying a side line of a lot shall determine
the course of the straight line joining the section corners.
1958, c. 107, s. 36.
PART VI
SECTIO. AL TOW SHIPS WITH

INGLE FRONTS

37.-(1) In this Part, "sectional township with single Int~rpre
fronts" means a township divided into sections and lots t"t,on
where the usual practice in the original survey was to survey
the township boundaries, concession lines and side lines of the
sections and to establish the front corners of the lots and the
section corners.
(2) A surveyor in re-establishing a lost corner or obliterated ~'h-:.:-at
n
boundary in a sectional township with single fronts shall or lost
.
· t h e b est eVl'd ence aval'1 a bl e respectmg
ob tam
t h e corner or corner•. etc.
boundary, but if the corner or boundary cannot be re-established in its original position from such evidence, he shall
proceed as follows:
(a) If the lost corner is a corner of a township, he shall

report the circumstances to the Minister who shall
instruct him how to proceed.
(b) If the lost corner is a corner of a section on a township boundary, he shall determine the distance
between the two nearest undisputed corners, one
being on either side of the lost corner, and he shall
re-establish the corner by dividing the distance
proportionately as intended in the original survey.

(c)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjoining sections on
.either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes as a straight line and the side
lines between such sections and adjoining sections
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011 the opposite side of the concession line arc showll
on the origillal plan and field notes as a straight Iinc,
he shall re-establish lhe corner by intersecting a
straight lille joining the nearest :lsccrlalnablc points
Oil the concession linc with a straight line joining
the nearest asccrtain:::lblc points on the side line of
the section all opposite sides of the concession line,
but where such ascertainable points 011 the side line
of the sections arc morc than twenty chains ap..'\rt,
he shall determine the distance between the two
nearest undisputed corners on the concession Iinc,

olle being on either side of the lost corner, and l1c shall
fe-establish the corner by dividing the distance
proportionately as intended in the original survey
and by joining with a straight line the nearest ascertainable points on the concession line.
(d) If the lost corner is a corner of a section and the

concession line in front of the adjoining sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes as a straight line and the. side
lines between such sections and adjoining sections
011 the opposite side of the concession are shown on
the original plan and field notes not as a straight
line, he shall determine the distance betwccn the
two nearest undisputed corners on the concession
linc, one being on either side of the lost corner, and he.
shall re-establish thc corner by dividing the distance
proportionately as intendetJ in the original survey
and by joining with a straight line the nearest ascer"
tainable points on the concession line.
(e)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjoining sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
plan and field notes not as a straight line and the
side lines betwccn such sections and adjoining sections
on the opposite side of the concession line are shown
on the original pbn and field notes as a straight line,
he shall determine the distance between the two
nearest undisputed corners on the side lines of the
sections, one being on either side of the lost corner,
and he shall re-establish the corner by dividing the
distance proportionately as intended in the original
survey and by joining with a straight line the nearest
ascertainable points on the side line of the section.

(f) If the lost corner is the corner of a section and the
concession line in front of the adjoining sections on
either side of the lost corner is shown on the original
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plan and field notes not as a straight line and the
side lines between such sections and adjoining sections on the opposite sides of the concession line
are shown all the original plan and field notes 110t as
a straight line, he shall report the circumstances to
the i\1inister who shall instruct him how to proceed.

(g) If the lost corner is a corner of a lot in a section on
the front of a concession, he shall determine the
distance between the two nearest undisputed corners
in the section, one being on either side of the lost
corner, and he shall fe-establish the corner by dividing the distance proportionately as intended in the
original survey.
(II) If a part of a township boundary is obliterated. he
shall re-establish it by joining the nearest ascertainablc points thereof in the manner intended in the
original survcy.
(i)

If pac< of a ,on,e",on I,ne 0' "de I,ne of a ,,",on
surveyed in the original survey is obliterated between
the corners of a section, he shall re-establish it by
joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof as
intended in the original survey.

(j)

If a concession line is obliterated beyond the last
side line of a section in a concession broken by a lake
or river at its end, he shall establish it on the astronomic course shown on the original plan and field
notes from the nearest ascertainable point 011 the
concession line in that section.

(k) If in a concessiOil wholly or partly broken by a lake
or rivet" on its front a side line of a section is obliterated and it was not surveyed across the lake or
river, he shall establish it on the astronomic course
shown on the original plan and field nOtes from the
nearest ascertainable point thereof.
(3) Clauses C, d, e and! of subsection 2 do not apply to any Applieuion
corner of a section re-established before the 24th day of
i\'!arch, 1911. 1958, c. 107, s. 37.

38. The front of a concession in a sectional towl1ship.·ron!<l~1
with single fronts is the boundary of the concession that is co:m~I""nl
ne..,rest the boundary of the township from which the concessions thcrein are numbered or lettered. 1958, c. 107, s. 38.
39. A surveyor in establishing in a concession in a sectional Eolabli.h·
men~ 01
. h Singe
. I f ronts a Sl·d e I·Ille 0 f a lot l hat was I10l.idelinel
townsh ·lp. Wit
surveyed in the original survey shall proceed as follows;
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((1) If intended ill the oriRinal survey, he shall establish
the side line on the astronomic course for the side
line of the section in which the lot is Jocnlt'<..l that is
nearest the end of the section from which the lots
arc lIumbered, hut where the side line of such section
is broken U}' a lake or river to such an extent that the
course thereof cannot be accurately determined. he
shall cstablish such side linc on the astronomic course
of the side line of the section nt the other end of such
section, but where both side lines of the section arc
broken by a lake or river to such all extent that the
course thereof cannot be accurately determined, he
shal1 establish such side line all the astronomic course
shown all the original plan and field notes.
(b)

If the front of a concessiOIl in a section is partly or
wholly broken by a lake or river and no post was
planted in the original survey on the banks of the
lake or river to regulate the widths in front of the
broken lots and the original field notes show that
a survey line was run across the lake or river to
regulate the widths in front of the broken lots, he
shall establish the side line of such broken lots in
accordance with this section from a point on the
section limit fronting the concession determined by
dividing proportionately as intended in the original
survey the distance between the corners of the
section.

(c)

If the front of a concession in a section is wholly
broken by a lake or river Md no post was planted
in the original survey on the banks of the lake or
river to regulnte the widths in front of the broken
lots and the original field notes do not show that a
survey line was run in the original survey across the
lake or river to regulate the widths in front of the
broken lots, he shall establish the side line of such
broken lots in accordance with this section from the
front corner of the lots in the concession to the rear
thereof.

(ll)

If the end of a concession is broken on its front and
rear by a lake or river and 110 posts were planted on
the banks of the lake or river to regulate the widths
of the lots and the original field notes do not show
that a survey line was run in the original survey to
regulate the widths in front of the broken lots, he
shall establish the side lines of any such lot in accordance with this section from points determined by
measuring the distance intended in theoriginal survey

S . 40 (5)
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frolll the nearest undisput d corner along the astronomic course intended in the original survey for the
front of the concession. 1958, c. 107, . 39.
40.-(1) Where the whole or a part of any lot in a sectional ~~~t'0L
township with single fronts was patented before the 24th day
of March, 1911, any aliquot part of the lot is the aliquot part
of the area of the lot whether the area of the aliquot part as
so determined is more or less than that expressed in any
grant or other instrument.
(2) Where the whole or a part of a broken lot in a sectional Idem
township with single fronts was patented on or after the 24th
day of March, 1911, any aliquot part of the lot is the aliquot
part of the area of the lot whether the area of the aliquot part
as so determined is more or less than that expressed in any
grant or other instrument.
(3) \Vhere the whole or a part of an unbroken lot in a Idem
sectional township with single fronts was patented on or
after the 24th day of March, 1911, any aliquot part of the
lot is the aliquot part of the frontage or depth of the lot
whether the area of the aliquot part as so determined is more
or less than that expressed in any grant or other instrument.
(4) ~he boundaries ?f an al~quot 'part of a lo~ to which :t~a~:~~e.
subsection 1 or 2 apphes and 111 whIch lot 110 altquot part part.
was surveyed before the 1st day of July, 1944, shall be surveyed 011 the astronomic course of a side line not surveyed
in the original surveyor parallel to the straight line joining
the front corners of the lot, as the case may be, but where
in such latter case the front of the lot is broken at either end
by a lake or river, the unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot
part shall be surveyed parallel to the straight line joining
the rear corners of the lot, and where the rear boundary of
the lot is also broken at either end by a lake or river, the
unsurveyed boundaries of the aliquot part shall be surveyed on
the astronomic course intended in he original survey for
the front of the concession shown on the original plan and
field notes, or, if such course was not so shown, such boundaries shall be surveyed on the astronomic course intended for
the front of the concession.
(5) The boundaries of an aliquot part of a lot to which Idem
subsection 3 applies shall be surveyed on the astronomic
course of a side line not surveyed in the original survey from
points on the front of the lot determined by dividing the
measurement between the lot corners equally or by joining
by straight lines points on the side lines determined by divid-
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iUg" the llleasurelllenl Getween the frollt ami rear corners of
the lot equally without regard to the IUilllllcr in which the
nliquot part is dcscriLJoo in any grant or other illstrument.
1958, c. 107, s. 40.
(;o"~rni"lI:

rou,,,,, for

.;,l,· lin ••

41. A surveyor ill establishing the course of a boundary
lille of a section in a sectional township with single fronts
(or the purpose of surveying a si<.lc linc of a lot shall determine
the course of the straight line joining the sectioll corners.
1958, c. 107, s. 41.

PART VII
SECTIONAL TOWNSHIPS WITH SECTlOoS'S AND
QUARTEN. SECTIQ1'lS
Inte,pre.
lation

42. In this Part, "sectional township with sections and
quartcr sections" mcans,
(a) a township dividcll into sections and quarter sections
without road allowances between sections where the
usual practice in the original survcy was to survey
the township boundaries and section lincs and to
cstablish the section corncrs and quarter sC(:tion
corners; or
(b)

a township divided into sections and quartcr sections
with road allowances betwecn sections where the
usual practice in the original survey was to survey
the township boundaries and the section lines on
the west and south sides of the road allowances
and to establish the section corners and the quarter
section corncrs on the surveyed lines. 1958, c. 107,
5.42.

Width. of
orrlain ",ad
allow.ntn

4:3.-(1) Evcry road allowance betwecn sC(:tions of sectional townships surveyed under instructions of the Department of Interior of Canada is one chain wide and every stich
road allowance lies north and east of the south and west
sides of the road allowance as surveyed in the original survey.

Land

(2) The strips of land formerly forming parts of the original
road allowances mentioned ill subsection 1 are detached there:
from and attached to and form part of the quarter section
immediately adjoining the strips of land on the east and north
thereof.

<I~u.thtd

from

.:uigi"al
,~,

·.n"".

.1I0 ...

Or;R;nal
utli,m
and quartt'
""elion
poI~

to

govocn

(3) The section and quartcr section corners established in
the original survcy of the townships mcntioned in subscction
t continue to be the governing points for the purpose of
re-establishing a lost corner or obliterated boundary of a
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section or quarter section and establishing section and quarter
section corners not established in the original survey. 195 ,
c. 107 t s. 43.
44.-(1) surveyor in re-establishing a lost corner or ~h-:~~-o(
obliterated boundary surveyed in the original survey in a losj corne...
sectional township with sections and quarter sections with or ~bliteUl!,d
. hout roa d a II owances sha11ob tam
. t he best eVI'd ence aval'1 - bound.nes
Wit
able respecting the corner or boundary, but if the corner
or boundary cannot be re-established in its original position
from such evidence, he shall proceed as follows:
(a) If the lost corner is a corner of a township, he shall

report the circumstances to the
instruct him how to proceed.

~Iinister

who shall

(b) If the lost corner is a corner of a section or quarter
section on or along a township boundary, he shall
determine the distance between the nearest undisputed corners, one being on either side of the
lost corner, and he shall re-establish the corner by
dividing the distance proportionately as intended
in the original survey having due regard for any
road allowance made in the original survey.
(c)

If the lost corner is a corner of a section on a section
boundary in the interior of a township, he shall
re-establish the corner by intersecting the straight
lines joining the nearest ascertainable points on the
adjoining intersecting section boundaries.

(d)

If the lost corner is a corner of a quarter section
on a section boundary in the interior of a township,
he shall re-establish the corner by joining the nearest
ascertainable points on the section boundary and
shall determine the distance between the section
corners of the section in which the quarter section
corner is lost and divide the distance proportionately
as intended in the original survey having due regard
for any road allowance made in the original survey.

(e) If part of a township boundary is obliterated, he
shall re-establish it by joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof as intended in the original survey.

(f) If a part of a section boundary in the interior of a
township is obliterated between the corners of a
~ection, he shall re-establish it by joining the nearest
ascertainable points thereof as intended in the
original sur ey.
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(2) A surveyor in establishing olll origin:!1 section line all
the Harth or cast side of a road allowance in a township
defined in clause b of section 42 shall measure the width of the
road allowance shown on the original plan am} field notes
from the section line on the south or west side, as the case
may be, of the road allownncc. 1958, c. 107, s. 44.
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45. A surveyor in establishing a corner of a settion or
quarter seclion shown all the originnl plan and lick! notes
on a section line Ilot surveyed in the original survey in a
township dcfined in clause b of section 42 shall proceed as
follows:
(a) If the corner is a corner of a section, he shall measure

the widths of the road allowances shown on the
original plan and field notcs from the two section
corners of the adjacent sections on the opposite
sides of the road allowances.
(b)

Eel.bli.hmont of

interior
bound.riea
01 half
,,",Ol;C""

and qo .. ter
"""lionl
Aliquot
part"

d".",iMd

If the corner is a corner of a quarter section, he
shall measure the width of the road allowance as
shown on the original plan and field notes from thc
opposite quarter section corner on the other side
of the road allowance and join a straight line between
that quarter section corncr and the opposite quarter
section corner Oil the section line at the other side
of the section. 1958, c. 107, s. 45.

4:G. The interior boundaries of half sections or quarter
sections shall be survcyed by connecting the opposite quarter
section corners on the boundarics of the section by straight
lincs. 1958, c. 107, s. 46.
47.-(1) The aliquot part of a quarter scction III a sectiOllal township with sections and quarter sections is the
aliquot part of the frontage or the depth between the quarter
section corners whether the area of the aliquot {l<'lrt as so
determined is more or less than that cxpressed in any grant
or other instrument.

(2) The aliquot {l<'lrt of a half section ill a sectional township with sections and quartcr sections is the aliquot part
of the frontage or depth betwecn the quarter section corners
of the quarter sections forming the half section whether
thc area of the aliquot part as so determined is more or less
[han that expressed in any grant or other instrument.
E"u.bli.h.
ment of
bound"ric.
nf &liquot
parh

(3) The interior boundaries of an aliquot part of a quartcr
section shall be survcyed by connecting by straight lines the
points on thc boundaries of the quarter section determined
in accordance with this section. 1958, c. 107, s. 47.
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PART Vlll
~1l::-;ICl1',\L ,\~o

CRO\\':\" RE-Sl:R\"EYS

48.-(1) T~e council of a ,lllu.nicipality .or the boar~ of ~~~l~~~.~,;n
trustees of an Improvement district, upon Its own motIon, ,n ~ muc,ci-

may, or upon the petition of one-hair of the landowners ..ahl)"
affected shall, pass a by-law authorizing an application to the
i\'linistcr to cause a survey to be made under his direction for
the purpose of fixing the position of a disputed or lost line,
boundary or corner that is in the municipality and that has
been surveyed under competent authority or under The Ullld~~·.s2~.lm·
Titles Act or The Registry Ad.
(2) The i\linistcr shall appoint and instruct a surveyor~~~~;t··
to make the survey for which an application has been madcou"",,y
under subsection 1 and when thc survey has been made and
the plan and field notes have been examined by the i\linister,
the Minister shall cause a noticc to be published once in each
wcek for four consecutive wceks in a ncwspaper having gcncral
circulation in the municipality in which the survcy has becn
made of a he."uing to be held by him at a stated place on a
day not fewer than tcn days after the last publication of the
notice at which hearing the survey will be considcred and any
interested persons will be heard, and upon the evidencc
submitted the i\linister may direct such amendments to be
made as he deems ncccssary and may confirm the position
of the disputed or lost line, boundary or corner fixed by thc
survey, and any line, boundary or corner so confirmed is
an unalterable line, boundary or corner and is final and conclusive and shall not be questioned in any court.
(3) Subjcct to section 50, thc cost of a survey under sub- c<>.~ 01
section 2 shall be paid to the surveyor making the surveyaU,,"ey
by the municipality making the application therefor upon
notice in writing by the l\linister to the municipality that the
survey has been made, and the municipality may levy all
or any part of such cost on the landowners affected by the
survey in proportion to the bcnefit received as determined by
by-law of thc municipality and collect the same as taxes.

(4) A copy of the plan and field noles of a survcy con- :I~i~:.o~
firmed under subsection 2 shall be registered by the 11inisterlie1d not,a
with the proper master of titles or rcgistrar of dceds and
another copy with the clerk of the municipality that made the
application under subsection 1. 1958, c. 107, s. 48.
49.-(1) The Minister upon the application of an ownerA, pplie.t;o~
..
.
""
.. or lur... y ,n
or owners. of "land that IS situate m tern tory WIthout mUI1lCl- temtory
unO!lI:.ni••d
pal orgamzatlon and that has been surveyed under competent
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authorit}, or under The wild Titles Act or Tile Ncgi$lry Ad
lIIay c.1.USC a SlIr\'CY to be llmdc under his dirCCliOll for the
purpose of fixing the position of a disputed or 1061 line,
boundary or COl"lIcr.
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...".,.

('oot 01

(2) Subject to section 50, the cost of a survey under subsection t shall be p..id by the owner or owners making applic...·
lioll therefor upon notice by the Minister that the survey
h"s been madc.

C"uo!i''''.lioo
ol.u.....,.

(3) Subsections 2 alld 4 of section 48 apply mutatis 11:ula"dis
to a survey made under this section. 1958, c. 107, s. 49.
50. The i\linistcr Illay p..'ly all or allY 113ft of the rost or a
survey under section 48 or 49 out of the mOllcys that are
appropriated by the Legislature for ground surveys. 1958,
c.107,s.50.
0.1.-(1) The Minister may cause a survey to be made
uuder his direction for the purpose of fixing the position of
a disputed or lost line, boundar}' or corner that was surveyed
under competent authority. and in any such case the Minister
may direct that subsections 2 and 4 of sections 48 apply
mutatis mutandis.

C..nfirm.lion

........Cro. .

of

,"~

(2) "'here a survey similar to a survey under subsection
1 was made under the instructions of the Minister be:ore the
1st day of June, 1947. the ;"linister may, upon compliance
with the requirements as to publication of notice and the
holding of a hearing sct forth in subsection 2 of section 48,
confirm the survey and such confirmation has the like force
and effect as a confirmation under the said subsection. 1958,
c.107,s.51.
PART IX
I'LAt'S OF SUDDIVISIO:--

lole.pre.
Iuion

52. In this Part, "plan or sulxlivision" means a plan or
subdivision that is registered undcr rhe Land Tilles Act or
under rhe Registry Act. 1958, c. 107, s. 52.

True and
u... I1.,••bl.

53. Evcry linc, boundary and corner established by survey
and shown on a plan of sulxlivision is a true and unalterable
liue, boundary or corner, as the case may be, with respect
to such plan and shall be deemed to be defined by the original
posts or blazed trees in the first survey thereof. whether or
not the actual measurements between the original posts are
the same as shown on the plan of sulxlivision or expressed in
any grant or other instrument. 1958, c. 107, s. 53.

lin.,

".,

bounda.y

t"QrnU
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04. A surveyor in re-establishing a line, boundary or l~eh;:;~~·
corner shown on a plan of subdivision shall obtain the best or l03t
evidence available respecting the line, boundary or corner, ~f~~e~.
but if the line, boundary or corner cannot be re-established
in its original-position from such evidence, he shall proceed
as follows:
(a) If a part of a line or boundary is obliterated, he

shall re-establish it by joining the nearest ascertainable points thereof in the manner shown on the plan
of subdivision.
(b)

If a corner on a line or boundary is lost, he shall
re-establish it by the method that accords with the
intent of the survey as shown on the plan of subdivision and, if it is consistent with the intent of
the survey as shown on the plan of subdivision,
he shall determine the distance between the two
nearest undisputed corners, one being on either side
of the lost corner, and he shall re-establish the corner
by dividing the distance proportionately as shown
on the plan of subdivision having due regard for
any road allowance, highway, street, lane, walk or
common shown on the plan of subdivision. 1958,
c. 107, s. 54.

55.-(1) Every exterior angle of a parcel of land being po.to,
un'ey
subdivided and one angle of each street intersection being monuments,
laid out shall be defined in the survey thereof by,
etc.
(a) an iron bar one inch square and four feet long

driven into the ground so that the top is flush with
the ground level, which bar shall be known as a
standard iron bar and may be designated by the
initials S.LB.; or
(b) a stone or reinforced concrete monument five inches
square at the top, eight inches square at the base
and not less than three feet six inches in length
planted so that the top is flush with the ground
level; or
(c)

in the case of exposed solid rock, an iron bolt one
inch square and three inches long cemented or leaded
into the rock so that the top is flush with the rock
level,

but where the nature of the location is such that it is impracticable to comply fully with this subsection, the angle
shall be defined in a manner. that represents substantial
compliance therewith.
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(2) The posItion, l)'pe and (orm of ever)' bar, monument
and bolt driven, planted or set in accordance with subsection
I shall be shown all the plan of subdivision.
li<o.. 'ing
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I"i.....
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(3) Every bc.'\ring shown on a plan of sulxJivision shall
be referred to one reference line lIcsign:ucd 011 the plan and
the course of such reference linc shall be the true bearing
amJ shall be determined by astronomic obscl"vation or otlter
s.'\tisfactofY method. 1958, c. 107, s. 55.

GG.-(I) Subject to The La"d Tilles lid or The Registry
Act as to the amendment or alteration of plans. ev~ry road
allow:1.l1cc, highway, street, lane, walk :lnd comOlon shown on
a plnn of sulxlivision shall be dccnH:d to be a public ro..'l.d,
highway, street, lane, walk and common, respectively.
(2) Where undcr subsection 1 a road allowancc, highway,
street, lane or walk in a municipality is a public highway
but the municipality has not assumed it for public use and
it or allY part of it is closed by an alteration of the plan under
The Lalld Titles Act, The Registry Act or other provisions in
that behalf, it or the part of it so closed belongs to the owners
of the land abutting thereon.
(3) Where several parcels of land having different owners
abut on the rood allowance, highwa)', street, lane or walk
or the part thereof so closed, the owner of each parcel is
entitled to the part SO c10SClJ on which his land abuts to the
middle line of the road allowance. highw3)'. street, lane or
walk or the Po'lrt thereof so closed.

(4) Where a p.'l.rt of the road allowance, highway. street,
lane or walk so closed is abutted on olle side by another road
allowance, highway, street, lane or walk or by a stream, river
or other body of water over which the public have rights of
navigation or of floating timber, the whole width of such
part belongs to the owners whose lands abut thereon opposite
the road allowance, highway, street, lane, walk, stream, river
or other body of water.
(5) The division line between two parcels of land having
different owners produced to the middle line of the rood
allowance, highway, street, lane or walk so closed or across
the salTle in cases coming within subsection 4 is the division
line between the parts so closed to which the owners of the
p<'lrcels are respectively entitled.
(6) Where a parcel of land abutting a rood allowance,
highway, street, lane or walk so closed is owned by more than
one person, each such owner is entitled to the like estate or
interest in the part so closed as he has in the parcel abutting
thereon.

Sec. 60 <a)
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(7) Where a p.."1rccl of land abutting a road allowance, ~~:~i
highway, street, lane or walk so closed is encumbered, theencumbe.ed
encumbrance cxtCllds to and illcludcs the part thereof to which
the owner of such parcel becomes entitled under this section.
(8)~Where a road allowance, highway, street, lane or walk.?o~~!c~O
is so closed, the municipality in which the same was vested
shall execute a conveyance to each owner of the part that
belongs to him under this section, and the municipality shall
register the conveyance in the proper land titles or registry
office and shall bear the cost of preparing and registering it.
1958, c. 107, s. 56.

PART X
SURVEYS OF LA:-:'O U:-IDER THE HIGIIWAY

nIPRO\'E~IE:\'T ACT

57. All posts and monuments heretofore or hereafter J~it:.~ile
marked. placed or planted for the purpose of designating and bound.fin
defining the boundaries of any parcel of land vested in the
Crown and under the jurisdiction and control of the Department of Highways under The l-lighu'Oy III/prot-wIeld Act or a~~'i:,Y"%O'
predecessor thereof are true and unalterable and fix the
boundaries of such parcel, whether or not the actual measurements between the posts or monuments are the same as shown
on the plan thereof or mentioned or expressed in any grant or
other instrument in respect of such parcel and whether or not
such parcel remains vested in the Crown, 1958. c. 107, s. 57.

PART XI
)IISCELLANEOUS

58. The aliquot part of a parcel of land that is not an Aliquot
aliquot part of a township lot is the aliquot p...rt of the area ~:~:::l:r
of the parcel of land whether the area of the aliquot part as so
determined is more or less than that c-xpressed in any grallt
or other instrument. 1958, c. t07, s. 58.
59. The l\linister may assign any of the powers or duties D.lep.tion
conferred or imposed upon him by this Act to the Surveyor ~~iniOl"·'
General. 1958, c. 107, s. 59.
po,ml
60. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make ROlulationl
regulations,
(a) prescribing the methods of performing surveys and

for the purpose of illustrating any method by words
and sketches, or either of them;
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(b)

pr'sLril>ing tit kind and form f monuments used
to identify point in urv ys and prescribing how and
where tit yare to be used and how they are to be
design, t d on plans of survey i

(c)

respecting any matter necessary or advisable to
carry out effectively th intent and purpose of this
Act. 1960, c. 118, s. 1.

